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Abstract – We present a damage pattern mining
framework for hurricane data on residential houses us-
ing aerial photographs with 1:3000 based scale. The ver-
tical photographs are normally collected for an overview
of a disaster area or for more detailed assessment. Dam-
age on roof, especially for shingles torn off, is expected
to be discovered in a more efficient and automatic way
instead of going through the high-resolution aerial pho-
tograph for numerous details. The discovered damage
patterns can then be used for hurricane damage as-
sessment and impacts on different geographical areas.
Our methodology is: (1) applying a novel and effective
segmentation method on each residential house on the
aerial photograph of one community, (2) using the seg-
mentation results to obtain a set of indexing parame-
ters for each house representing the damage level of roof
cladding as well as the patterns of damage, (3) using
these parameters to select several templates represent-
ing the damage patterns so that users can issue query-
by-example (QBE) queries. The proposed segmentation
method is an unsupervised simultaneous partition and
class parameter estimation algorithm that considers the
problem of segmentation as a joint estimation of the
partition and class parameter variables. By utilizing
this segmentation method, the indexing parameters can
be obtained automatically. The QBE capability can as-
sist in finding similar damage patterns on the roof of
the residential houses in different locations in the image
databases. Experiments based on the aerial photographs
of Hurricane Andrew in 1992 are conducted and ana-
lyzed to show the effectiveness of the proposed Hurricane
damage pattern mining framework.

Keywords: Multimedia data mining, Hurricane An-
drew, damage assessment, segmentation, QBE (Query
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By Image).

1 Introduction
After Hurricane Andrew in 1992, many areas of south

Florida experienced damages with different degrees.
Damage assessment and evaluation become very imper-
ative after the disaster. Although there are a lot of inno-
vations in the field of remote sensing, aerial photography
is still the most widely used means for studying surface
features. Vertical photographs are normally collected
with enough overlap for stereo viewing and are suitable
for an overview of a disaster area or for more detailed
assessment. In this paper, the aerial photographs used
are 1:3000 based scales.
There are some methods for hurricane damage as-

sessment such as the quantitative damage assessment of
homes and the study by FEMA [7]. One way is to gather
quantitative damage assessment data by interpretation
of aerial photographs and provide quicker assessment of
damage. The methodology of interpreting aerial pho-
tographs can be based on the use of magnifying glasses
or computer image scanning for greater magnification
so that the photo interpreter could accurately assign a
value of damage to each roof. In other words, this step
is totally done by hand. Also, the construction of its
damage database of residential houses is all completed
by hand. It is not an efficient way especially for such a
large amount of image data. The damaged area on the
roof, especially for shingles torn off, is a very important
criteria for evaluating overall damage, and it is expected
to be estimated in a more efficient and automatic way in-
stead of going through the high-resolution aerial photo-
graph for numerous details. For this purpose, knowledge
discovery in databases (KDD) or data mining techniques
can be used. As pointed out by [10], there is a need
and an opportunity for at least a partially-automated



form of KDD or data mining to handle the huge size of
real-world database systems. Data mining or knowledge
discovery is defined as a process of extracting implicit,
previously unknown, and potentially useful information
from data [1], [5], [6], [9], [12]-[15]. The objective of this
process is to sort through large quantities of data and
discover new information [8], [11].

In this paper, we propose a damage pattern mining
framework for hurricane data on residential houses. The
main idea of our proposed framework is to apply an ef-
ficient image segmentation method to distinguish the
damaged area and the undamaged area within the roof.
By doing so, we can easily and automatically discover
the relative amount of roof cover missing instead of ob-
taining assessment by photo interpreters. Furthermore,
since many other useful parameters describing the dam-
aged/undamaged area can also be obtained during the
procedure of segmentation, we can use these parameters
to represent the damage patterns of residential houses.
The steps of our methodology are:

1. Applying a novel and effective segmentation
method on each residential house on the aerial pho-
tograph of one community.

2. Using the segmentation results to obtain a set of in-
dexing parameters for each house representing the
damage levels of roof cladding as well as the pat-
terns of damage.

3. Using these parameters to select several templates
representing the damage patterns so that users can
issue query-by-example (QBE) queries.

The essential part of our proposed framework is a
segmentation method called an unsupervised simultane-
ous partition and class parameter estimation algorithm,
that considers the problem of segmentation as a joint
estimation of the partition and class parameter vari-
ables. In this paper, we improve its performance and
apply the enhanced segmentation method to the resi-
dential houses on the aerial photographs. By utilizing
this segmentation method, the indexing parameters can
be discovered automatically. The house images as well
as their segmentation parameters constitute the damage
database of residential houses. Based on the construc-
tion of the damage database, our framework can answer
quick roof damage level queries and effective roof dam-
age pattern queries. Also, we use a multi-filter strategy
to filter most of the bias house images that are far differ-
ent from the example query image at the very beginning
of query, which can greatly reduce the overhead. The
test results based on the aerial photographs of Hurri-
cane Andrew in 1992 are conducted and analyzed to
show the effectiveness of the proposed damage pattern
mining framework. Figure 1 gives the workflow of the
proposed framework.
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Figure 1: The workflow of the proposed damage pattern
mining framework and query-by-example of hurricane
data on residential houses.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the proposed damage pattern mining framework is pre-
sented. The enhanced segmentation method, the pa-
rameters obtained by segmentation, and the multi-filter
strategy for image queries are included in this section.
Section 3 gives query results and discussions. Conclu-
sions are presented in Section 4.

2 Hurricane Damage Pattern

Mining Framework

The proposed framework consists of two main parts:
the knowledge discovery part and query mechanism
part. An enhanced unsupervised segmentation method
is proposed for the knowledge discovery part. The fol-
lowing two subsections discuss these two parts respec-
tively.

2.1 Segmentation Method

In this subsection, an overview of the original unsu-
pervised segmentation method is given. Then, an en-
hanced segmentation method used in our framework is
introduced.

2.1.1 Unsupervised Segmentation Method

As mentioned previously, the segmentation method is
an unsupervised image segmentation method to parti-
tion images. In this algorithm, the partition and the
class parameters are treated as random variables. The
method for partitioning a still image starts with a ran-
dom partition and employs an iterative algorithm to es-
timate the partition and the class parameters jointly
[2, 3, 4]. A randomly generated initial partition is used
for each still image.

Suppose we have two classes class1 and class2. Let
the partition variable be c = {c1, c2}, and the classes
be parameterized by θ = {θ1,θ2}. Also, suppose all the
pixel values yij (in the image data Y ) belonging to class
k (k = 1, 2) are put into a vector Yk . Each row of the
matrix Φ is given by (1, i, j, ij) and ak is the vector of

parameters (ak0, ..., ak3)
T
.



yij = ak0 + ak1i+ ak2j + ak3ij, yij ∈ ck (1)

Yk = Φak (2)

âk = (ΦTΦ)−1ΦTYkak (3)

We estimate the best partition as that which maxi-
mizes the a posteriori probability (MAP) of the parti-
tion variable given the image data Y . Now, the MAP
estimates of c = {c1, c2} and θ = {θ1,θ2} are given by

(ĉ, θ̂) = Arg max
(c,θ)

P (c,θ | Y )

= Arg max
(c,θ)

P (Y | c,θ)P (c,θ) (4)

Let J(c,θ) be the functional to be minimized. With
appropriate assumptions, this joint estimation can be
simplified to the following form:

(ĉ, θ̂) = Arg min
(c,θ)

J(c1, c2,θ1,θ2) (5)

J(c1, c2,θ1,θ2) =
∑

yij∈c1

− ln p1(yij ;θ1)

+
∑

yij∈c2

− ln p2(yij ;θ2) (6)

The algorithm starts with an arbitrary partition of
the data and computes the corresponding class param-
eters. Using these class parameters and the data, a
new partition is estimated. Both the partition and the
class parameters are iteratively refined until there is no
further change in them. After the segmentation, a set
of parameters describing both of the two classes is ob-
tained automatically, and some of these parameters are
selected for future query use. The details about the pa-
rameters are put into Section 2.2. Figure 2 gives one ex-
ample of segmentation result for residential house image
house15. The left image is the original image while the
right one is the segmentation result of the original one.
Corresponding to our application domain of roof dam-
age assessment, the gray area in the segmentation result
represents the damaged area (such as shingles torn off)
within the roof while the black area represents the un-
damaged area. It is very natural to think about using
the segmentation results to query the relative amount
of roof damage area (i.e. the area of cladding missing
divided by the area of the whole roof resulted in a per-
centage value). In fact, our framework does support this
kind of query, and the results are shown in Section 3.

2.1.2 An Enhancement to the Segmentation

Method

As mentioned above, the original segmentation
method begins with randomly generated initial parti-
tions. By beginning with different initial partitions, we
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Figure 2: An example segmentation for residential house
image house15.

get different local minima. The best among them, i.e.
one with the least value gives the desired solution. Of
course, there is no guarantee that it is the global mini-
mum. In our method, we compute a number of (usually
< 20) local minima in order to give the desired solution.
Since the computational requirement for each local min-
imum is very little, the overall computation needed for
the best local minimum is not much by doing so.
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Figure 3: Fours examples of randomly generated initial
partitions for the proposed segmentation method.

When generating the twenty initial partition candi-
dates, we combine two methods: the randomly gen-
erated straight-line partitions and the predefined tem-
plates. Figure 3 gives four examples of the randomly
generated straight-line partitions (the number of classes
is two). The area of the original house images is par-
titioned by an arbitrarily generated straight-line across
the whole image area. Different areas separated by the
straight-line represent different classes. In many cases,
the randomly generated straight-line partitions are good
enough to get the desired initial partition, but in many
other cases it cannot work well because of the limita-
tions of the straight-line partition. In order to get a
good initial partition as quick as possible, we combine
the technique of predefined templates into the genera-
tion of initial partitions. As shown on Figure 4, eight
predefined templates are selected as candidates in the
selection of the desired initial partition. Another im-
portant issue about the initial partition is how to select
the “best” one among those candidates. The criteria
for evaluating the candidates involve two aspects: one
is the local minimum, and the other is the standard de-
viation of each class within a house image. We choose
two candidates when each of them has either the lowest
local minimum or the lowest standard deviation. Then
compute the two candidates’ global minimum. The one



with the lower global minimum should be chosen as the
final partition. Our experiments on hurricane house im-
ages show that, by doing so, greater than ninety percent
of the residential house images can be partitioned very
well, which means the accuracy of our enhanced seg-
mentation method is greater than ninety percent.
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Figure 4: The eight predefined initial partition tem-
plates.

2.2 Query Strategy

In order to explain the query strategy in our pro-
posed framework, we should first look through the pa-
rameters obtained through segmentation procedure. Af-
ter the segmentation on each residential house image, a
set of parameters for each image is obtained automat-
ically. The parameters can be used in discovering the
damage patterns in the hurricane image database by
the proposed query strategy. Compared with the high-
dimension of the original image, the number of param-
eters for each image is much smaller. Some of these
parameters are selected for query use. Since our seg-
mentation method uses the functions of the spatial co-
ordinates of the pixel as the mathematical description of
a class, those parameters relative to spatial information
should be able to represent the spatial damage pattern
of the residential houses.
Parameter MEAN: After the segmentation, each pixel

within a house image has its class identification. That
is, if there are two classes, then the class identification
for each pixel is either 1 or 2. As mentioned above, the
relative position of a pixel within a house image is de-
noted by its spatial coordinates. Suppose the number of
pixels belonging to class1 is Nk1 while Nk2 denotes the
number of pixels in class2. ParameterMEAN is a 2×2
matrix and is given by (Mean c1 cord, Mean c2 cord),
whereMean c1 cord andMean c2 cord are vectors de-
noted by:

Mean c1 cord = (Mean c1 x,Mean c1 y)T (7)

Mean c2 cord = (Mean c2 x,Mean c2 y)T (8)

Mean c1 x = (
∑

yij∈class1

i/Nk1) (9)

Mean c1 y = (
∑

yij∈class1

j/Nk1) (10)

Mean c2 x = (
∑

yij∈class2

i/Nk2) (11)

Mean c2 y = (
∑

yij∈class2

j/Nk2) (12)

Parameter CV: It is the covariance matrix of matrix
cvecs n (n = 1 or 2).

cvecs n = (stkr n, stkc n)T −mn n× ones Nkn (13)

where stkr n is a column vector with each row being
the i coordinate of yij ∈ classn, and stkc n denotes the
column vector of j coordinates of yij ∈ classn. Here,
mn n is a column vector with 2 elements, each of
them representing the mean of the i coordinates or
j coordinates yij ∈ classn. ones Nkn is a unity column
vector of Nkn elements (i.e., all of them have value 1).

CV = (CV 1, CV 2) (14)

CV n = (cvecs n× cvecs nT )/Nkn (15)

The parameter CV represents the spatial distribution
pattern of each class, which is very essential for damage
pattern query.
Parameter DET: It contains the determinants of ma-

trix CV n, where n is 1 or 2.

DET = Determinant(CV 1, CV 2) (16)

The reason why we need the parameter DET is that
CV has eight (2 × 4) elements but DET has only two
elements. Remember that even the parameter MEAN
has four elements. Since we use Euclidean distance for
comparing two matrices, the less the dimension of ma-
trix is, the better the performance is. Of course the
information included in DET may be not enough to
achieve good query results. However, if we use it as the
first level filter in the query framework, the overall com-
putation can be reduced such that the framework can
answer queries quicker and more efficient. In fact, we
apply a multi-filter architecture in our framework. Fig-
ure 5 shows how the proposed framework works. The
performance of this architecture will be discussed in Sec-
tion 3.
Another issue about ranking the retrieved images is

relatively simple. It just uses the sum of the weighted
Euclidean distances on parameters CV andMEAN be-
tween the query image and the retrieved image to deter-
mine the ranking. The values of the weights are derived
from the experiential values.
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Figure 5: The multi-filter query architecture.

Figure 6: An example piece of aerial photographs.

3 Query Results and Discussion

The example residential house images are collected
from the grayscale aerial photographs of southwest Mi-
ami area after Hurricane Andrew. Figure 6 shows one
piece of such aerial photographs. Total 550 house im-
ages are cropped from the original aerial photographs
by hand and saved as individual images for query use.
The size of each image is no less than 200 rows and
200 columns. Most of the houses experienced different
levels of damages. Two typical examples of the assessed
houses are shown below to demonstrate how the damage
pattern queries are executed. As we mentioned before,
the white blemishes or spots evident in the house images
represent the torn off shingles or damaged sheathing,
and the black areas are those that are almost undam-
aged. We apply our segmentation method to all of these
images, using two classes to represent the damaged area
and undamaged area respectively within a house roof
area (the damaged area is represented by gray areas in
the segmentation result, while the undamaged area is
represented by black areas). The house images as well
as their segmentation parameters constitute the damage
database of the residential houses. We will use two kinds
of queries to illustrate the performance of our proposed
framework.

3.1 Query for Roof Cover Missing Level

An example roof cover missing level query is “Show
me more images which has similar roof cover missing
level like this.” The parameter we use for query was de-
termined by the relative amount of cover missing (i.e.,
the area of cladding missing divided by the area of the
whole roof results in a percentage value). This param-
eter is automatically obtained after the procedure of
segmentation.
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Figure 7: Roof cover missing query results on the hurri-
cane damage database of the residential houses. Query
image house539 is on the top left and the matches of
the image are from top left to bottom right in decreas-
ing order of their similarity.

Figures 7 and 8 are given to show the query results
for query image house539. Figure 7 shows the first 7
original house images being retrieved. The top left im-
age in Figure 7 is the query image (house539) and the
matches of the images are from top left to bottom right
in decreasing order of similarity. Figure 8 shows the seg-
mentation results of those house images. In this case,
the roof cover missing level of image house539 is about
15 percent. Since roof cover missing level is an impor-
tant criteria for evaluating the overall damage, this kind
of query is very useful and convenient for quantitative
damage assessment of the residential houses.

3.2 Damage Pattern Query

In our framework, the damage pattern query that we
use is a similarity query, for example, “Show me more
house images which have similar damage patterns like
this.”

Figures 9 and 10 are given to illustrate the query re-
sults for query image house433. Figure 9 shows the first
5 original house images being retrieved. Query image
house433 is on the top left, and the matches are from
top left to bottom right in decreasing order of their simi-
larity. Figure 10 shows the segmentation results of those
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Figure 8: Roof cover missing query results on the hurri-
cane damage database of the residential houses after the
segmentation. Again, query image house539 is on the
top left and the matches of the image are from top left
to bottom right in decreasing order of their similarity.

house images. From the segmentation results, we can
see that the damage pattern of image house433 is of rel-
atively regular shape (rectangular), and the damaged
area is distributed almost evenly on the left and right
sides of the roof. The query results looks pretty good
from the observation of human eyes. The damage pat-
terns of house431, house430 and house432 are very simi-
lar to query image house433. Even the image house246,
which looks much more different with the query image
than the others, has the similar damage pattern to the
query image by the fact that the shape of its undam-
aged area is near to rectangular, and it has a large part
of damaged area distributed on the left and right sides
of its roof.

Figures 11 and 12 show the query results for query im-
age house6. Figure 11 gives the first five original house
images being retrieved, and Figure 12 gives the segmen-
tation results of those images. The reason to choose
image house6 as an example query image is that it has
significantly different damage pattern with query image
house433. Compared with house 433, the undamaged
area of house6 is of irregular shape and with many in-
dents on the top and bottom edges of it, and the dam-
aged area is mainly distributed on the top and bottom
parts of the image with the top part being a little smaller
than the bottom part. From the observation of the seg-
mentation results, we can see that the damage patterns
of house20 and house545 look very similar to the query
image. When we take a look at the segmentation result
of house509, we can find that it has many indents on
the top and bottom edges of its undamaged area, and
its damaged area is mainly located on the top right part
and bottom part where the former (top right part) is a
little bit smaller than the latter (bottom part).
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Figure 9: Damage pattern query results on the hurri-
cane damage database of the residential houses. Query
image house433 is on the top left. Matches of the images
are from top left to bottom right in decreasing order of
their similarity.
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Figure 10: Damage pattern query results on the hur-
ricane damage database of the residential houses after
the segmentation. Query image house433 is on the top
left. Matches of the image are from top left to bottom
right in decreasing order of their similarity.
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Figure 11: Damage pattern query results on the hurri-
cane damage database of the residential houses. Query
image house6 is on the top left. Matches of the images
are from top left to bottom right in decreasing order of
their similarity.
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Figure 12: Damage pattern query results on the hur-
ricane damage database of the residential houses after
the segmentation. Query image house6 is on the top
left. Matches of the images are from top left to bottom
right in decreasing order of their similarity.

By analyzing the query results for different types of
example query images, it is very promising to see that
the proposed content-based retrieval framework for hur-
ricane damage database of residential houses is able to
retrieve those house images with the similar damage
pattern, which is very useful for damage assessment of
the residential houses. Moreover, since the proposed
segmentation method is an unsupervised simultaneous
partition and class parameter estimation algorithm, all
the needed parameters are automatically obtained and
indexed offline without any user interactions. Another
good feature of this framework is, unlike many other
QBE methods, it is insensitive to illumination changes
since it is focused on the spatial-distribution of each area
(damaged and undamaged). Also, the uses of multiple
filters (DET , CV and MEAN) can greatly reduce the
number of retrieved images at each step, which is essen-
tial for answering queries quickly. For example, when
we use image house6 as a query image, the number of
retrieved images sharply dropped over ninety percent
after the DET filter and MEAN filter, and this is even
more significant for query image house433. Since the
dimension of the segmentation parameters is far more
smaller than that of the images, We can believe this
framework is a good foundation for further hurricane
damage assessment.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, a damage pattern mining framework

for hurricane image databases is presented to facilitate
the establishment of predictive models for the real-time
assessment of solid debris. The test result based on
the aerial photographs of Hurricane Andrew in 1992
shows that the proposed framework is very effective and
promising in roof cover damage evaluation and damage
pattern classification. By using a novel and effective
segmentation method, a set of indexing parameters for
each house representing the damage levels and patterns
can be discovered automatically; whereas the old dam-
age assessment methods depend on human photo inter-
preters. The parameters can then be used in discovering
the damage patterns in the hurricane image database by
the proposed multi-filter query strategy. The multi-filter
query strategy can greatly reduce the number of possible
image candidates so that it can answer queries quicker.
This is essential because using aerial photographs in
damage assessment is valuable only if it is based on less
precise and more quickly-analyzed photo interpretation.
The discovered damage patterns can then be used for
hurricane damage assessment and impacts on different
geographical areas.
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